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We have exposed an emulsion chamber at a level of 32.8 g/cm for -30 h, and detected —800
showers on x-ray films (Fuji No. 200 type). Among these, -200 primaries (g Er 2 TeV, 8 & 75')
were identified by tracing back through successive plates of nuclear emulsion. On the basis of these
primaries, we obtain I~(«EO)=1.02X10 ~[Eo/(1 TeV)] '8 + '3 (cm2 secsr) ' in the region
5 SEO + 100 TeV for proton primaries, and I ( «Ev)=6. 50X10 [Eo/(1 TeV/nucleon)]
(cm sec sr) ' in the region 3 SEO ~ 10 TeV/nucleon for a primaries. We observed also many at-
mospheric secondary y rays, which cover the energy region 2-80 TeV. The y-ray spectrum is a
rather smooth continuation of that obtained by Nishimura et al. in the region 0.2—2 TeV. The
higher-energy part of our flux, however, cannot be reproduced by the atmospheric nuclear interac-
tion of the primary protons and o, particles alone, indicating that, for energies 10' eV/nucleus,
the contribution of heavier primaries becomes significant, and that the latter flux may very well be-
come comparable with the proton flux somewhere between 10' and 10' eV/nucleus. This indica-
tion is consistent with the iron flux obtained directly by the present experiment, though poor statis-
tics preclude a conclusive result.

I. INTRODUCTIOX

It is extremely important for both high-energy astro-
physics and high-energy particle physics to determine
directly the chemical composition and the energy spec-
trum of primary cosmic rays in the energy region
10' —10' eV. In particular, the energy spectra of the in-
dividual components in the region + 10' eV will bring us
valuable information about the origin of cosmic rays as
well as their acceleration mechanism. Further, this infor-
mation also provides a meaningful normalization point
against indirect data such as extensive air showers
(EAS's) and/or atmospheric muons.

Although direct observations reach energies at —100
TeV/nucleus at present, a unified view is still unavailable.
For instance, the Moscow groups (Grigorov et al. ' and
Abulova et al. ) report a proton spectrum whose integral
spectral index changes from —1.8 to —2.2 in the energy
region ~ 5 TeV. The Japanese-American Cooperative
Emulsion Experiment (JACEE) gives a spectrum up to
—100 TeV, which is in accord with the extrapolation
with an index —1.8 from that at —1 TeV obtained by
Ryan, Ormes, and Balasubrahmanyan. The Fuji-
Kanbala group (emulsion-chamber experiment at moun-
tain level) and several EAS groups point out that the
iron component exceeds the proton component in the re-
gion «10'" eV/nucleus, while JACEE (Ref. 7) reports no
significant change in the iron/proton ratio, at least up to
—10' eV/nucleus. Direct data, obtained most recently
by a space-borne experiment, indicate an increase in the
relative iron abundance up to —100 TeV. Obviously,

there still exist discrepancies on the primary composition
and spectra in the region 10' —10' eV/nucleus among
the researchers. Therefore it is very desirable to get
better statistics of the direct data in the higher-energy re-
gion «10' eV/nucleus.

Simple scaling up of a passive particle detector such as
an emulsion chamber, however, will not be enough for
our present purpose, because we will have to solve some
technical problems at the same time. For instance, we
will have to overcome the difticulty in energy estimation
of heavy primaries with Lorentz factors ~ 10 . The
secondaries arising from a local nuclear collision within
the apparatus have such small emission angles that the
energy estimation based on the latter would need a spac-
ing between the vertex and the angle measurement layer
of at least several meters. The method based on the mea-
surement of g Er, the energy dissipated in the form of
electron showers, on the other hand, would need at least
12-radiation-length-thick absorber layers ( =6 cm Pb, see
Fig. 9 below) to detect the shower maximum in the region
g Er «100 TeV. These requirements are hard to satisfy
in ordinary balloon-borne apparata.

We have proposed the possibility of "quasidirect" ob-
servations at relatively low levels, about several tens of
g/cm, the details of which have already been presented
in Ref. 9.

Naturally the data obtained by "purely direct" obser-
vations are far superior to those by any other "impure"
method. One should, however, keep in mind that even
for "purely direct" observations, the experimental results
obtained by passive detectors are closely related to the
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model of nuclear interactions, particularly those of
nucleus-nucleus collisions, when calculating both detec-
tion efficiency and conversion factors from the
secondary-energy sum g E to the primary energy Eo.

We should comment on the capabilities of balloons.
Exposures at modest elevation heights have disadvan-
tages due to the contaminating secondary cosmic rays
arising from the atmospheric nuclear interactions and,
therefore, it is desirable that the observation levels be as
high as possible.

There exists, however, the following relation between
the total payload 8' and the atmospheric depth t of the
observation level:

where V is the balloon volume. This means, typically,
that we can launch a 500-kg apparatus at a height of 50
millibars using a balloon whose volume is more or less
the same as that of a balloon which lifts 50 kg up to 5
millibars.

We therefore performed a balloon experiment at a
modest elevation level in May 1987, focusing mainly on
the evaluation of the quality of "quasidirect" observa-
tions and the technical developments for light-weight
chambers. Let us summarize our experimental objectives
more explicitly in the following.

(a) We obtain the proton spectrum in the region ~ 5

TeV, and understand the reason for the contradictory re-
sults among the researchers mentioned above.

(b) With the use of the data of atmospheric y rays and

y bundles, we get some crude information on the primary
composition in the region 10' —10' eV/nucleus.

(c) We observe hadron bundles (fragment nuclei, a' s,
nucleons, and Tr

+—'s) originating from the fragments of
heavy primaries, and estimate the charges and energies of
the primary nuclei which have generated them, according
to the method described in Ref. 9.

(d) For the energy determination of the cascade
showers initiated by y rays as well as protons and heavy
primaries, we have prepared a handy tool —a microcom-
puter software package. We check, by simulation, the ac-
curacy and precision, as well as the computational
efficiency, of our present energy determination method.

(e) We use new types of sensitive materials such as
screen-type x-ray films and thermoluminescence sheets in
order to develop a chamber somewhat difterent from the
usual type containing a calorimeter of considerable
weight.

For (a), since the contamination of cosmic-ray secon-
daries (Tr—,nucleon) is significant at our observation level
of 32.8 g/cm, we estimate the proton spectrum in an
analytical way summarized in Sec. IV C and Appendix B,
and eliminate the background carefully, referring also to
the result of simulation calculations. Further, both the
detection efFiciency and the conversion of observed ener-
gy to primary energy are extremely important in obtain-
ing the absolute intensity of primaries. Nevertheless, pre-
vious workers with direct observation data have not al-
ways paid enough attention to these numerical pro-
cedures. In the present work, we detail these processes in

Sec. IV and Appendix E, particularly on the fluctuation
of observed electron shower energy.

For (b), we show in Sec. VB that it is possible to
deduce valuable information on primary composition in
the energy region 10' —10' eV from the y-ray (and @-
bundle) flux, even though it is not "purely direct" data.

For (c), unfortunately, we did not detect hadron bun-
dles (p, n, a) in the present observation. We can, howev-
er, speculate on the upper limit of the iron flux in the re-
gion ~ 10' eV/nucleon, as discussed in Sec. VI.

For (d), we apply the method used for the general type
of balloon-borne emulsion chamber, as discussed in detail
in Ref. 10, for the present experiment, and show explicit-
ly, in Sec. III, the efficiency of our energy determination
system, and the accuracy and precision of the energy
determined in Sec. III.

For (e), we briefly point out the possibility of these sen-
sitive materials in Secs. IIB and IIC. Section VI is
reserved for discussions on the comparison of our data
with others, including both direct and indirect observa-
tions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Chamber structure and Sight situation

As shown in Fig. 1, our chamber consists of two parts:
a target layer ( A, B) and a shower calorimeter (C,D).
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the present chamber structure and
the detail of materials inserted.
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TABLE I. Processing method for nuclear emulsion and x-ray films (RXO type and No. 200 type).

Sensitive material

Fuji RXO film

Fuji No. 200 film
Fuji nuclear

emulsion plate

Presoak
(min)

10

Developing
(min)

15
22
25

Stop
(min)

3
5

10

Fix
(min)

15
15

60-90

The former serves not only as a nuclear target, but also as
a charge discriminator for primary projectiles and as a
spacer for the resolution of the secondaries produced.
Each nuclear plate inserted in the target part is coated
with 100-pm-thick Fuji 2F nuclear emulsion on the top,
and with 100-pm-thick Fuji 7B nuclear emulsion on the
bottom. Fuji 2F records particle tracks of ionization
greater than 10 times that of relativistic electrons. This
means that it records only the tracks of heavy primaries
of Z ~ 4 at the geomagnetic latitude of Sanriku Right sta-
tion in Japan. Therefore it offers us the advantage of
quickly detecting the heavy primary tracks. Fuji 7B, on
the other hand, records all the particle tracks, including
those that are not recorded in Fuji 2F—protons, n's, and
electron showers.

In addition, we insert a solid track detector (CR-39)
and screen-type x-ray film (hereafter called RXO film) to-
gether so that heavy tracks (Z ~ 6) are detected quickly
by the naked eye, and their charges are determined easily.
RXO film was recently developed by Nishimura et al. "
in order to reduce the detection threshold energy of pri-
mary electrons, and is known to be sensitive also for
heavy tracks as well as jet showers.

The shower calorimeter is composed of sandwiches of
sensitive materials (nuclear-emulsion plate and high-
sensitivity x-ray film) and lead plates of 2.5 mm thickness.
The nuclear emulsion plates inserted there are coated
with high-sensitivity nuclear emulsion of 55 JMm thickness
(Fuji 78 type) on both sides.

The area of one unit of the chamber is 40X 50 cm, and
the total thickness is 13.7 cm, corresponding to 0.42 col-
lision mean free path for proton, or 7.84 radiation length.

We exposed two units of this type of chamber. We
launched these chambers on 25 May 1987 from Sanriku
Balloon Flight Center, Japan, and recovered them suc-
cessfully off Ofunato. As shown in Fig. 2, level-Aight
time is more than 30 h and the average level reached is
23.8 km (32.8 g/cm ).

B. Scanning and tracing of cosmic-ray showers

TABLE II. Etching condition for CR-39. . HCB is hexa-
chlorobutadiene, IPP is diisopropyl peroxydicarbonate, and N-
445 is 0.01% naugard 445 antioxidant.

Composition Solution
Time

(h)

After the recovery of the chamber, we processed quick-
ly the sensitive materials such as x-ray films, nuclear-
emulsion plates, and CR-39. In Tables I and II, we sum-
marize the processing methods for these materials.

Electron showers are recorded on high-sensitivity x-ray
film (Fuji No. 200 type) as dark spots, which are easily
detected by the naked eye for showers with energy larger
than —1 TeV. As pointed out by Nishimura et al. ,

" the
threshold energy of shower detection is -0.3 TeV with
the use of RXO film, much lower than that in the case of
No. 200-type film. In our chamber, however, the detec-
tion is performed as usual by the use of No. 200 type,
since RXO films are inserted only in the target layer.

After the detection of shower spots on the x-ray films is
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FIG. 2. Flight record of the present exposure.
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completed, we reproduce automatically cosmic-ray traces
on a horizontal plane with use of a digitizer (the so-called
mapping process). The e%ciency of this auto-mapping
system is summarized in Ref. 12.

After performing the mapping process, we must find
each vertex point in order to identify its primary charge.
We traced back each shower recorded through successive
nuclear-emulsion plates with the use of a wide-view-type
microscope (Chiyoda Opt. Co.). Tracing speed is —1.5
event/person day on average.

L

Di-

C5

C3

C. Identi6cation of the cosmic-ray projectile

Identification of the cosmic-ray projectile is performed
with help of various kinds of sensitive materials:
nuclear-emulsion plate, CR-39, and RXO film.

First, a y ray is easily identified in 78-type nuclear
emulsion by tracing back the electron shower up to its
original electron pair.

Second, for protons and a' s, we take the distribution of
the gap length Lg between the centers of two grain im-
ages recorded along their tracks, ' the results of which
are demonstrated in Fig. 3. The vertical axis represents
the number of gaps of length (per 100 pm) not smaller
than L . We have found that it follows an exponential
law, N( ~ Lg ) =Noexp( aLg ), an—d the value of the con-
stant a for an a track is nearly 4 times that for a proton
track, as expected from their respective specific ioniza-
tions.

No. (&Lg )

100 )jm

100

0

exp(-1. 52 Lg )

2 = 6 8 10 12 10 20

/v /v -1
FIG. 4. Histogram of the square root of the reduced etch-

rate ratio, V, /Vb —1, obtained by CR-39. Numerical values at-
tached to the horizontal axis correspond to the track charge.

Third, heavy primaries ( RCNO groups) are deter-
mined by three methods: 5-ray counting, etch-pit cali-
bration, and spot-darkness measurements with the use of
78-type nuclear emulsion, CR-39 and RXO film, respec-
tively. The charge resolution with the use of RXO film is
AZ =1—2 at this stage, not so satisfactory as the result
(b,Z-0. 5) obtained by the other two methods, 5-ray
counting and etch-pit calibration.

In Fig. 4 we present the distribution of the square root
of the reduced etch-rate ratio' (= V, /V& —1) obtained
by CR-39, where V„Vb are track- and bulk-etch rate.
Since a considerable part of iron primaries are broken
into fragments in the upper atmosphere before arriving at
our chamber, the iron-group peak is not sharp. On the
other hand, we can see peaks of nuclei of carbon and oxy-
gen.

In Fig. 5 we present the correlation between the aver-
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FIG. 3. Integral gap-length distribution per 100 pm of pro-
ton and a obtained by Fuji 7B-type nuclear emulsion.

FIG. 5. Correlation between the average number of 5 rays
per 100 pm and the reduced etch-rate ratio.
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TABLE III. Summary of tracing results obtained by the
present experiment.

Pa
amber A block B block

(AOYAMA) (HIROSAKI) Total

y ray
Proton
Helium
Light (Z =3—5)
Medium (Z =6—8)
Heavy (Z =10—15')

Very heavy (Z ~20)
Undefined
Subtotal

54
34

8
0
1

1

0
4

102

52
28

5
1

2
0
2
8

98

106
62
13

1

3
1

2
12

200

Not yet tracing

Total

296

398

302 598

798
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FIG. 6. Transitions of electron number obtained by Fermilab
beam and simulation calculation in the case when the emulsion
chamber is set with inclinations of 0', 30', and 45' against the in-
cident electron beam.

age number of 5 rays per 100 pm and the reduced etch-
rate ratio, showing a nearly straight line at 45'. Charge
determination with the use of RXO film will be reported
elsewhere in the near future (preliminary analysis is given
in Ref. 15).

In Table III we summarize the event list thus obtained,

where we present only events with shower energy larger
than 2 TeV and zenith angle less than 75'.

III. ENERGY DETERMINATION

A. Transition of electron number

We have performed extensive simulations of electron
cascade showers for balloon-borne emulsion chamber
projects, details of which are reported in Refs. 10 and 16.
Here, we discuss only those features that are relevant to
the present experiment.

The simulated cascade showers have proved to repro-
duce quite well the observed lateral distribution of elec-
trons on any target planes, when the shower axes are
nearly normal to the latter. For balloon-borne emulsion
chambers, however, we will first have to check the relia-
bility of our simulations for showers of large inclinations,
since, at balloon altitudes, we record frequently the
showers with large zenith angles in our chamber in which
the photosensitive layers are set horizontally. For the
check, we compared our calculations with Fermilab data
obtained by Hotta et aI. , ' exposing the emulsion
chamber with inclinations of 0', 30, and 45' to the Fermi-
lab electron beam. In Fig. 6 we present both results,
showing that our calculations reproduce the Fermilab
data well.

In Fig. 7 we give examples of the theoretical shower
curves for transition of electron number, the so-called
"transition curves, " initiated by a single y ray (hereafter
called e pair since the calculations are started from birth
point of the electron pair) together with experimental
data. These theoretical curves are obtained by the pro-
gram package of Ref. 16, taking into account the present
chamber structure (see Fig. 1).

Besides the above-mentioned transition curves, we
prepare also those initiated by composite y rays (rr ~2y )

arising from two kinds of nuclear interactions, one from
proton interaction and the other from iron (hereafter
called proton jet and iron jet, respectively), including
zenith-angle effects. For composite y rays arising from a
nuclear interaction of a nucleus (Z =2—25) other than
iron, we apply the "proportional-allotment method. " We
have constructed, for several typical sample energies,
simulation cascade showers induced by nuclei of several
sample mass numbers in the range 4 ~ A ~ 55, and have
found out that the shower energy QEr"' induced by a
nucleus of mass number A is reproduced by

g E( A) =( 1 p) g E(i) +p y E(56) (1)

in good approximation, where p =lnA /ln56, and gE'r"
and g E'r ' are the shower energies estimated on the as-
sumptions that the showers were induced by a proton and
an iron nucleus, respectively.

From the curves in Fig. 7, we get the relation between
the maximum electron number N,„denEr. Figure 8
shows the curves giving the above-mentioned relations
for several typical fixed values of r (radius to count elec-
tron number). We also consider two more initial condi-
tions, proton jet and iron jet. Then we can determine the
energy gE with use of X,„obtained by fitting the
theoretical transition curves (Fig. 7) to experimental data.
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FIG. 7. Theoretical transition curves of electron number in

the case of e-pair incidence corresponding to the present
chamber structure (see Fig. 1). Examples of experimental data
are also plotted.

As found in Fig. 8, the difference between e pairs and
proton jets is rather small over a wide energy range, while

N,„ in the case of iron jets deviates significantly from
the above two for small counting radii (say, ~ 50 pm),
particularly in the lower-energy region &10 TeV. The
errors inherent in Fig. 8 are discussed in Sec. III D.

B. Transition of spot darkness on x-ray film

The energy determination with the use of spot dark-
ness on high-sensitivity x-ray film has been already estab-
lished through emulsion-chamber experiments at moun-
tain altitudes. ' Its application to balloon-borne mea-
surements is, however, not straightforward. Techniques
to solve the problems are brieAy presented in Ref. IO. We
omit the details here and show only numerical results
that are necessary for the present experiment.

In order to obtain the theoretical transition curves of
the darkness of shower spot recorded on x-ray films, one
has to convert the density of electron number into the op-
tical darkness, taking into account the lateral distribution
of electron shower particles which have been obtained by
the simulation calculations (see Sec. IIIA and Ref. 10).

FIG. 8. Relationship between energy Aow released into y
rays, g E„, and the maximum electron number X,„ for three
incidences, e pair, proton jet, and iron jet.

So we need a relation between p and D (p is the density of
the electron number, D the darkness), the so-called
"characteristic curve, " which depends on the type of x-
ray film.

In the present calculations, we modify the relation ob-
tained by Ohta et al. ' taking account of the different
processing method (see Table I) as well as the zenith-
angle effect, in the following way:

D =D0 1— 1

1+up

where p is electrons/cm, with

Do =6.5 and a =5. 5 X 10 /(cos8) (3)

In Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), we show the numerical results of
the transition curves of spot darkness initiated by a pro-
ton jet and an iron jet, respectively, taking into account
the present chamber structure. Several examples of ex-
perimental data (tan8= 0.3 —2.0) are plotted together.

From Fig. 9, we obtain the relation between the max-
imum of spot darkness D,„and g E in the cases of the
proton-jet- and iron-jet-initiated showers, as shown in
Fig. 10, and we also show those initiated by an e pair.

Since the numerical values Do and a given by Eq. (3)
are somewhat affected by the experimental conditions
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such as fiight time (background radiation), processing
method, and so on, the energy g Er determined by Fig.
10 involves some uncertainty in its absolute magnitude.
Therefore we must calibrate it absolutely through Fig. 8,
obtained by counting electron number with the use of
nuclear-emulsion plates. We found the calibration factor
is —1.0 as discussed later, telling that Eq. (2) accurately
describes the present experimental condition.

100

1.00

0, 50

50

20

0 ~ 10— 10

0 ~ 05-

0.01
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 2 0I EE„=1 TeV 2 TeV

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

t / cos 8 (cia Pb)

8

I I

9 10

FIG. 9. Theoretical transition curves of spot darkness in the
cases of (a) proton jet and (b) iron jet corresponding to the
present chamber structure, where several examples of experi-
mental data are plotted together.

C. Photodensitometer measurement

The spot darkness of the electron shower recorded on
No. 200-type x-ray film depends, of course, on the slit
size R of the photodensitometer, being approximately in
inverse proportion to R. In the present measurement, the
slit size (square type) is fixed to 300X300 pm . We al-
ways set the diagonal of the slit in the direction of the
shower as shown in Fig. 11, and search the maximum
darkness of the shower spot, moving the x-ray film along
the onward direction. The theoretical curves mentioned
in Sec. III B are of course calculated in the same way as
the above condition of slit setting. In Appendix A we
summarize the practical process of the energy determina-
tion with the use of photodensitometer.

Let us show two examples of transition curves obtained
from the present experiment in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the
former corresponding to the event with the highest ener-

gy in the present observation (incidence is y ray with 85.6
TeV), and the latter to successive interactions of a pro-
ton.

In Fig. 13 we present the correlation between

E~„„,„„and E„„„„the former obtained by the pho-
tometer and the latter by electron counting with the use
of the nuclear emulsion plate. One finds a relation
E~h„, „„-E„„„„,confirming t—hat Eq. (3) is appropriate,
and telling us that no correction is necessary for the abso-
lute calibration against spot darkness.
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In Fig. 14 we give the scatter plot of QEr vs tan8 (8 is
the zenith angle of shower) for all showers detected from
the present observation. Since the detection limit of the
electron shower is D,„=0.1 —0. 15, we can draw curves
of detection limit from Fig. 10, showing that the experi-
mental plots collimate in the expected area. As this indi-
cates, the detection of showers with g E ~ 2 TeV and
8(75 is unbiased, so that we use only these events for
the analysis of the primary composition and its energy
spectrum.

count (TeV)

FIG. 13. Correlation between the energy obtained by the
photometer and that by electron counting with use of nuclear
emulsion plate.

D. Accuracy of the energy determination

Since the transition curves shown in Figs. 7 and 9 are
average ones, the energy determined by fitting them to in-
dividual showers might be considerably different from the
true one. As we have individual electron shower events
in the process of the simulation calculation, we can trans-
form them event by event into transition of spot darkness
with use of Eq. (2), and determine each energy in the
same way as described in Sec. III C.

Let us present the energy ratio g E~ lg Er in Fig. 15,
where g E~ is the energy obtained by the above process,
and gE~ the true one. In Fig. 16 we show the disper-
sion of the histogram against energy.

These results are well within acceptable accuracy,
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FIG. 12. Examples of autofitting of theoretical transition
curves to experimental spat data with use of microcomputer.
(a) is a case of the maximum energy event obtained in the
present experiment, and (b) an example of successive interac-
tions of a proton.

tan 8

FICJ. 14. Scatter plot of tanO vs g E~ for all showers detect-
ed in the present experiment. Curves of detection bias zone are
determined from Fig. 10.
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IV. CONVERSION TO ABSOLUTE INTENSITY
OF PRIMARY

A. Detection efFiciency

As the chamber structure for balloon-borne experi-
ments is generally much more complicated than that for
mountain experiments, it is difficult to estimate both the
detection efficiency and the conversion factor to primary
energy. In the present work, we obtain these quantities
with the use of a numerical simulation.

Let us consider a chamber with area S (=a Xb) and
height h, as drawn in Fig. 17. The effective area S,z cor-
responding to the cutoff angle 0, is given by

06 08 10 12 14 1.6

EE„'/EEv

0.8 1.0 1.2 0.8 1.0 1.2

S,s =(a +2h tan8, )(b +2h tan8, )

FIO. 15. Distribution of g E~/g E~, where the numerator
is the energy determined by the present auto-fitting system for
each simulated event, and the denominator the true one.

h1+2—tanO
a

1+2—tan61, S .
h

(4)

though somewhat worse for iron jets with energies as low
as 1 —2 TeV. We discuss the conversion from gE toy
primary energy Eo in Sec. IV 8 and Appendix E.

Looking at Fig. 16 carefully, one recognizes that o. in-
creases graduaHy as the energy gets higher &10 TeV.
This is because we limit the chamber thickness to 20 r.l.
( —10 cm Pb) (r.l. is radiation length) in the simulation
calculation, and events often emerge with shower-
maximum depth beyond 20 r.l. at higher energies. One
might think that the thickness 20 r.l. assumed here seems
to be somewhat large in comparison with that of the
present chamber, —8 r.l. (see Sec. II A). This does not,
however, result in a serious problem for the practical
analysis, since the effective thickness becomes 12—16 r.l.,
taking account of the elongation of path length due to in-
clination effect ((cos8) '=1.5-2.0). For instance, the
zenith angle of the maximum shower energy (g Er
=85.6 TeV) detected by the present observation is 65'
[see Fig. 12(a)], corresponding to the effective thickness
of 18.6 r.l.

Now, let I(Eo, t) represent the vertical intensity of par-
ticle A with energy larger than Eo at observation level t,
then the total number of the particles falling on the
effective area S,& is given by

S,a(8, )0( t)TI (Eo, t),
where T and 0 are exposure time and effective solid an-
gle, respectively. 0 depends on the kind of projectile A
as well as observation level t, details of which are summa-
rized in Appendix D.

In the simulation calculation, we first prepare Xo pro-
jectiles with ED ~ g E on the effective area S,s, where
the energies are sampled according to the distribution
Eo ~ (P is exponent of the integral energy spectrum), and
second, perform random samplings for incident direction
(8,$) according to the distribution functions Eqs. (D4)
and (D5) (see Appendix D), and those for incident posi-
tion (x,y). After setting these projectiles on S,ft, we link
them to the simulation program prepared for nuclear col-
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+: iron jet
Ir r I
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0 ~ 1-
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FICx. 16. Correlation between the dispersion o. of
g E~ lg E~ distribution and g E„.

FICx. 17. Illustration of a collision of a cosmic-ray projectile
with the chamber.
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where

N, b, (8&8, )
q(8, )= 1+2—tanO,

h

a
1+2—tanO,

h

(7)

Equation (7) is just the detection efficiency we need;
that is, once getting N, b, /No by simulation calculation,
we can reduce the observed number of particles to the
vertical intensity I (g E,t). In Table IV we summarize
the detection eSciency g thus obtained for the present
chamber structure, giving separately every projectile in
the cases of 0, =60' and 75'.

B. Conversion to primary energy spectrum

In order to get the primary energy Eo from g E, we
need to know a conversion factor C defined byr

lisions inside the chamber, details of which are discussed
in Appendix E.

Now, if we get N,b, events satisfying the detection cri-
teria from these simulations (see Appendix E), (a) 8&8„
(b) observed energy released into y's~+Ez, and (c)
T „b & T „(=( T,„)+b.T), the number of particles
observed by the experiment, J,b, (g Er, t;8 & 8, ), is given

by

&ObsJ,b,
= S,ffQTI,

0

leading to a result

where 3 is the mass number of projectile nucleus, n~
the number of participant nucleons (so called the
"wounded" nucleons), and E;'the inelasticity released
into y rays for nuclear interaction of the ith participant
nucleon with one of those in target nucleus.

The average rate of wounded nucleons ( w ) „ is ex-
pressed, assuming the Glauber approximation, ' as

( )
~E 8—
~A —B

where o.z B and o.
A B are the cross sections of nucleon

versus nucleus 8 (
—= target) and nucleus A (—:projectile)

versus nucleus B, respectively.
Unfortunately C Auctuates greatly, so that it is quite

difficult to estimate Eo from g E for individual showers.
For practical purposes, however, we need to know only
the relation between the g E spectrum I(g Er ) and the
Eo spectrum I(EO), that is, the average scale shift from
the former to the latter. Assuming I(EO) ~ED ~, the
former is easily expressed, with use of Eq. (8), as

dI (Eo)I QEr =f dE0gz dEO

X f f(C )6 gE CEO dC—

with (C~ ) = f x~f (x)dx,

leading to a result

QEr=CrEO . I(E )=I gE /( ) (12)

The factor C is sensitive to the nuclear-interaction mod-e
el. For instance, assuming the superposition model for
nucleus-nucleus interaction, it is expressed as

W

C, = QEr,
p i=1

nS'=w„(X& ) with wz =
P

In Eq. (11) we introduced a distribution function f (x),
relating to the model of nuclear interaction. For in-

stance, in the case of incident protons, it is well known
that (ar ) is about —

4 (Ref. 22), not affected strongly by
the shape off (x).

The theoretical relation (12) is, however, not applicable
straightforwardly for the practical analysis, since the

TABLE IV. Summary of conversion factor, detection efficiency, and attenuation length used in the
present work, where the last one in the case of the y ray (in parentheses) does not mean the attenuation
in the usual sense ( —100 g/cm ), but is obtained by A~ (s = 1.8) defined in Table X.

Particle
Conversion
factor (ay)

Detection efficiency g(8, )

0, =60' t9, =75'

Attenuation
length in air

(g/cm )

p, n

a
CNO

NeMgSi
Fe

0.257
0.178
0.131
0.108
0.098
1.000
0.335

0.198
0.299
0.461
0.532
0.651
0.586
0.115

0.263
0.361
0.512
0.572
0.678
0.810
0.200

110.0
51.5
26.3
21.0
14.8

(178.2)
140.0
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above-mentioned considerations do not take into account
experimental conditions such as the error of the energy
determination for gE (see Figs. 15 and 16), the limited
thickness of the chamber, the successive nuclear interac-
tions, and so on. In this paper, we obtain (a.r ) (we call it
the conversion factor again) by the simulation calculation
as presented in Appendix E. The numerical values of
(x ) are shown in Table IV.

Though the value of (~ ) is quite reliable

(&(vr ) /(~r ) —10%) for primary protons, for other
species some ambiguities exist, coming mainly from the
uncertainty of the wounded-nucleon rate (w) „at our
energy region. Recently, Fuki performed extensive
simulation calculations of nucleus-nucleus interaction on
the basis of the multichain model, and presented the
conversion factor (~r ) for various kinds of projectile nu-

cleus. We 6nd the difference between the numerical
values of (scz) shown in Table IV and those given by
Fuki is at most 10—20%.

In order to convert the primary Ilux I(Eo, t), thus ob-
tained at our observation level t, to that at the top of the
atmosphere I (Eo, t =0), we must assume the attenuation
length Az for the primary particle A, the numerical
value of which is summarized in Table IV.

C. Contribution of cosmic-ray secondaries

Though most proton and a primaries arrive directly at
the chamber at the level 32.8 g/cm, we have to take into
account the contributions of nucleons and o.'s arising
from the fragmentation of heavy primaries, and also
those of m.—from nuclear interactions. In this paper, we
investigate their contributions in an analytical way, and
compare it with those expected from the simulation of
Ref. 9. We summarize analytical expressions for the Aux
of various components in Appendix B, and give the
diffusion of fragment-nucleons coming from a in Appen-
dix C.

The observed number of "proton" jets, including
secondaries such as fragment nucleons and m

+—
, is ex-

pressed as

Jb, =J+g J ~++ J„
A) A)p

each related to the vertical intensity by

J=gSQ TI

Jg, =rjg, SQq, TI„, (a =N, vr );

(13)

(14a)

(14b)

here, I denotes the vertical intensity of both primary
protons and charge-exchanged neutrons. Explicit forms
of I~ &,I„+are summarized in Appendix B. So, we
have the relation

(15)

IA —+a 3 —+a 3 —+ae, = g (a=N~ ) . (16)
Ao

e& and e + denote the contamination rates we need for
fragment nucleons and charged pions, respectively,
against proton jets.

In Fig. 18 we demonstrate the altitude variations of
E~, e + and their sum @~+@ + (heavy solid curve), to-

gether with those obtained by simulations, where we as-
sumed exponents of integral energy spectra to be 1.8 for
protons and o. s, 1.7 for CNO and NeMgSi, and 1.5 for
iron, and we set the primary energy at 10 TeV/nucleon.

In Table V, we summarize ez and e g at our observa-
tion level, giving contributions from each mode separate-
ly, and found the total contamination rate is as small as
-22%.

Similarly as in the case of Eq. (15), we can express

TABLE V. Explicit numerical values of ez and e y at our observation level. The two values for m

for the analytical case correspond to the choice of inelasticity as 0.5—0.6.

Process Analytical Simulation

—+p, n

{survival)
3.92—4.72% 4.68%%uo

8.01%
1.01—1.21%

9.24%
1.00%

CNO 2.40%
0.13—0.16%

1.74%
0.11%

NeMgSi —+p, n
+

1.98%
0.09—0.11%

1.80%
0.18%

Fe 4.41%
0.19—0.29%%uo

2.65%%uo

0.29%

Total except p~p, n 22.14—23.23% 21.69%%uo
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FIG. 19. Altitude variation of e .
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a

9A~a A~a 13~a
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Q I
where e denotes the contamination rate of a's coming
from the fragment of heavy primaries ( ~CNO) against
surviving primary a s, and the explicit form of I~ is
presented in Appendixes 8 and C. In Fig. 19 we show
the altitude variation of e, together with the result of the
simulation. In Table VI we show e at our observation
level, giving contributions from each mode separately, in-
dicating that the contamination rate of a's for primary
a's is as small as -7%.

D. Zenith-angle distribution

tained by the present observation in the cases of y, pro-
ton, and a projectiles with energy

JEST

~2 TeV, where
those obtained by the simulation are also shown. One
finds that both results are nearly consistent with each
other, although a slight deviation is found at
sec8=1.0—1.3 for y rays.

Process Analytical Simulation

CNO
(survival)

~A'~o.
Subtotal

2.52%%uo

0.22%
2.74% 2.59%%uo

TABLE VI. Explicit numerical values e at our observation level.

In the process of the simulation presented in Sec. IV A,
we sampled the zenith angle of the projectile at the top of
the chamber, according to Eqs. (D4) and (D5) in Appen-
dix D. The zenith-angle distribution actually detected in
the chamber is of course difFerent from that at the top of
the chamber, because of the penetration efFect, triggering
bias affected by path length and so on, all of which de-
pend on the chamber structure and the detection condi-
tions.

In Fig. 20 we present the zenith-angle distribution ob-

NeMgSi ~u
—+A' —+o,
Subtotal

Fe
—+ A' —+n
Subtotal

Total except o:~a

1.21%
0.36%
1.57%%uo

2.23%
0.71%
2.95%

7.26%

1.64%

2.94%

7.17%
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A. Primary composition and energy spectrum
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After subtracting the background of 22% from the ob-
served number of "protons" on the basis of the discus-
sions in Sec. IV C, we can obtain the vertical intensity of
protons I(g Ez, t) (including charge-exchanged neu-

trons), as defined by Eq. (6), at our observation level
t =32.S glcm . Now assuming A = 110 glcm (attenua-
tion length in air) and (~r) =0.257 (conversion factor)
(see Table IV), we can convert this to the intensity of pri-
mary protons, I(Ea), at top Of the atmosphere, the result
of which is shown, in the differential form, in Fig. 21,
where we present also the intensity of other primaries, a,
CNO, . . . , obtained by the present experiment.

In Fig. 22 we present the proton spectrum, in integral
form, together with other data. We found that our data
agree well with JACEE data in the region Eo & 5 TeV,
and disagree significantly with those obtained by Gri-
gorov et aI. ' and Abulova et al. We guess that this is
probably due to the absolute energy calibration and/or
the calculation of detection efticiency. Unfortunately, we

sec 8

FIG. 20. Zenith-angle distributions for y, proton, and a ob-
tained by the present experiment.
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FIG. 21. Di8'erential spectrum of various cosmic-ray pri-
maries obtained by the preqent experiment. Straight lines are
those expected from Eqs. (19)—(21).

Eo (TeV)

FIG. 22. Integral intensity of primary protons. A closed cir-
cle is obtained directly by the present experiment, while a closed
triangle is obtained quasidirectly from the y-bundle flux.
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cannot discuss more quantatively the numerical pro-
cedures used by each group, since these are not described
explicitly in their papers. At energies above 50 TeV, the
JACEE Aux seems to be somewhat larger than that extra-
polated from our data.

We obtain the absolute intensity of protons in an in-
tegral form as

I (E )=I'0'E 's —' (E in TeV)p 0 p 0 0

with

I' ' = l.02 X 10 (cm sec sr )

(19a)

(19b)

for Eo ~5 TeV.
In Figs. 21 and 22 we present also the data obtained

from the energy-Bow spectrum of the y-ray bundles
(closed triangles), which will be discussed later.

L

CA

CJ

Ch

Cl

10

10 Helium

X: Ryan et al4'
= Grigorov et al. '

Oe: Zatseain et al2'

0 = Lohrmann et al.
Q = Fowler et al, o'

0 h = Burnett et al, '

: Our data

E-l.75
0

2. a particles

( )= '' '"* "
( 0 i

with

I' ' =6.50 X 10 (cm sec sr )

(20a)

(20b)

for Eo ~ 3 TeV/nucleon.

Subtracting the contamination of 7% from the ob-
served number of u's, as discussed in Sec. IVC, and as-
suming A =51.5 g/cm (attenuation length) and

(le&) =0.178 (see Table IV), we obtain the intensity of
primary a's at the top of the atmosphere, which is shown,
in the differential form, in Fig. 21 (open circle).

In Fig. 23 we show the integral intensity of primary o.'s
together with other data. One finds again a clear
discrepancy with the data by Grigorov et al. , but our
data are compatible with those of JACEE group. The
data by Abulova et al. seem to give a lower intensity in
the region ~ 10 TeV/nucleon.

We obtain the intensity of o. at the top of the atmo-
sphere:

10

1(
-10

0.1

L
CO

0)
Ch

C)

I
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Eo (TeV / nucleon)

FIG. 23. Integral intensity of primary a.

CNO flux;
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0 : Burnett et al. '
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li
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3. Keavy primaries ( ~ CNO)

Though the statistics of heavy primaries observed are
not sufficient in the present exposure, we show differential
intensities of these in Fig. 21, and give integral spectra,
together with other data, in Figs. 24 (CNO and NeMgSi
groups) and 25 (Fe group).

The conversion factor and the detection efticiency are
given in Table IV. In Figs. 24 and 25 we put a width of
2o. for energy as given in Fig. 16.

Referring to other data as well as ours, we express
these intensities in an integral form as

—PI„(Eo)=I& Eo " (Eo in TeV/nucleon),

C)
LLI

Al

10
-1.7

T

NeflaSl flux:e g l

X: Simon er. al.

Burnett et al.

9 k: Our aata

and we give explicit numerical values of I„' ' and P„ for
the three groups, CNO, NeMgSi, and Fe, in Table VII,
where we present also the energy range valid for such pa-
rametrizations.

10-10

0, 01 0.1

Eo (TeV / nucleon)

10

FIG. 24. Integral intensity of CNO, NeMgSi groups.

I

100
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TABLE VII. Summary of numerical values of I& ' and Pz defined in Eq. (21). Energy range valid for
these parametrizations is also shown.

CNO
NeMgSi

Fe

1(o)
A

(cm secsr)

2.55 X ]0—'
9.70 X 10
3.70 X 10-'

1.70+0. 10
1.70+0. 10
1.50+0.20

Energy range
(eV/nucleon)

1010-1013
1010 1013

& 1011

B. Atmospheric secondary y rays and primary composition

1. Comparison with other data

In Fig. 26 we show the vertical intensity of atmospher-
ic secondary y rays in the differential form at our obser-
vation level, where electrons are also included, since it is
sometimes difticult to distinguish experimentally between
the two, though the contribution is small at the stratos-
pheric level. Of course, the contribution of primary elec-
trons to the atmospheric electrons (and y's) is negligibly
small in the energy region ~ 10' eV at our observation
level, since the differential power index of the former is
known to be 3.3—3.6 (Ref. 25), much steeper than that of
cosmic-ray nuclei ( -2.8), and since most of the electrons
are affected by the cascade degradation in the overlying
atmosphere.

We plot the data obtained by Nishimura et al. (ob-
servation level =9.5 g/cm ) together with ours in Fig. 26
after normalizing to our level 32.8 g/cm . Of course, it is
not so meaningful to compare the above two if the nor-
malization procedure depends strongly on the model of
nuclear interactions. This can be, however, performed

model independently as follows.
The y-ray flux at level t is generally expressed as (see

Appendix 8)
r

Jr
(22)

10

(D

10

K P

C3
L

I 10
D
Ch

C)

~ = Nishimura et al.

o = Our data

normalized to
32.8 g/cm

where the terms correspond to production rate of y's per
collision, collision times of primary particle, correction
term, and intensity of primary particle at level t.

As shown in Appendix B, for example, putting
A~=110 g/cm and f3 =1.8, we get A~&=215 g/cm;

1(
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X: Jul iusson et al, '
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FIG. 25. Integral intensity of Fe group.

FIG. 26. Differential vertical Aux of y at our observation lev-
el 32.8 g/cm . Data of Nishimura et al. (observation level =9.5
g/cm ) are normalized to our level.
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i e. , .the correction term is of the magnitude -7% at our
level. Now, the relative Aux v between two levels t, and
tz (t, ( t2 ) is expressed by

2 1 —At/A1+— + e ~ ~

t) 2A

C)
CD

O.
CDI—

1000—

100

observation level

2= 32.8 g/cm

with

(23) simulation result

that is, the model-dependent term (nr }~ is canceled out
and only the spectrum index P~ and attenuation length
A of the primary particle is related to v. One should
further remark that since the above two P~ and A„ap-
pear in the forms of second-order corrections b, t/A~ and
b, t/A ~(P~ ), the ambiguity of the choice of the numerical
values presents no problems, and only the ratio of the two
observation levels t~ and t2 is the principal term. For in-
stance, putting A =110 g/cm, P =1.8, t, =9.5 g/cm,
and t2=32. 8 g/cm, the normalization factor v is 2.95,
that is, multiplying the data of Nishimura et al. by 2.95
gives the y-ray intensity at our level.

As seen in Fig. 26, our data overlap with those of
Nishimura et ah. , and seem to be approximately con-
sistent with the extrapolation from the low-energy region.
We draw two straight lines expected from the calcula-
tions of Murakami et al. and Nishimura et al. , the
former (solid line) derived from the proton spectrum and
the latter (dashed line) from the muon spectrum. Look-
ing carefully, we And that the present result seems to be
somewhat overabundant in comparison with these pre-
dictions in the low-energy region. A possible interpreta-
tion of the y-ray enhancement in the energy region 2—80
TeV is discussed in the following section.

2. y-ray spectrum and primary composition

As shown in Fig. 26, the y-ray energies we observed
cover 2—80 TeV. These y rays must have been produced
by primaries with much higher energies. We performed a
simulation calculation to determine the mean energy of a
cosmic-ray primary corresponding to each y ray ob-
served at the depth of 32.8 g/cm, the result of which is
shown in Fig 27, wh.ere (Eo) denotes the geometric
mean for primary energies in each bin.

We found the primary energy to be 8 times larger on
average than the observed y-ray energy, indicating that
the data of Fig. 26 reAect the energy spectrum of pri-
maries in the region 10—100 TeV/nucleon. In turn, it
tells us that we can deduce the primary spectrum at
much higher energies from the investigation of the y-ray
intensity.

First, we estimate the y-ray Aux coming from primary
protons alone. Since we have the intensity of protons in
Eq. (19), reliable up to —100 TeV, we can get the y-ray
Aux with use of the formula in Appendix 8 as

CD

C3
L

C3 10

~ = gama ray = = proton

6: gama ray = = alpha

0: gaum ray = = iron

l

10
l

100

gamma-ray energy (TeV) at 32.8 g/cm

10 proton and gama-ray flux at 32.8 g/cm

X = Ryan et al,

h, : Burnett et al.

~ L : Our data

C/)
CD

~M

CJ

CD

Dl
CD

10

10

10

I,
gama ray';i "p~'

expected from '.8~ O

proton flux& 'io

0

proton

'Ii

+: Nishimura et al.

0 : Our data

10

10 a I I I I

0.1 10 100 1000

particle energy (TeV)

FIG. 28. Integral vertical flux of protons and y at our obser-
vation level. The dashed line is the y-ray flux expected from the
proton flux (solid straight line).

FIG. 27. Relationship between y-ray energy observed at 32.8
g/cm and the average primary energy (per nucleon) producing
them, where primaries are assumed to be proton (closed circle),
a (sun symbol), and iron (open circle).
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bundles? %'e expect that most of the heavy components
such as iron break up near the top of the atmosphere,
well above our observation level of 32.8 g/cm . The la-
teral spread of the bundle would then be extremely large
when it arrives at our detector, far larger than the
chamber area (50X80 cm ), so that few bundles coming
from heavy components are observed in the present ex-
periment. In fact, applying the simulation calculation for
y-ray bundles taking into account the detection efficiency
as well as the selection criteria mentioned above, we ob-
tain the relative detection rates of y bundles for each pn-
mary as

ganma-ray energy (TeV)

FIG. 29. Integral vertical Aux of y's normalized by the ex-
pected Aux I~ ~ of proton-originated y's. Upper and lower lim-
it for dotted area correspond to the indices of energy spectrum
1.3 and 1.7, respectively.

I (E,t =32.8 g/cm )

=I,"',E " (E, in TeV),

with

I' ' =1.41X10 (cm secsr)

(24a)

(24b)

In Fig. 28 we show both integral intensities together,
proton and y, at our observation level, where the straight
lines expected from Eqs. (19) (solid line) and (24) (dashed
line) are also drawn. One finds that the measured spec-
trum of y rays is significantly larger than expected. In
order to make the situation clearer, we divide the experi-
mental y-ray Aux by the expected Ilux from Eq. (24), and
investigate the contributions of y s coming from pri-
maries other than protons. This is shown in Fig. 29.

Figure 29 shows that even if we take the contribution
of y's arising from a's into account [dashed-dotted line
expected from Eq. (20)], our data still give a considerable
excess. This indicates that y's generated by heavy pri-
maries ( ~ CNO) become significant in the energy region
~ several TeV. As we presented in Sec. V A 3, the most
ambiguous data among the heavy primaries in the energy
region of concern are those of iron, so that we consider
three cases of spectral indices, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7, as shown
in Fig. 25, for the iron component, while we use numeri-
cal values given in Table VII for the other two com-
ponents: CNO and NeMgSi groups. The result is shown
in Fig. 29 as a dotted area, telling us that the y-ray excess
might originate in the iron dominance at higher energies.

p:e:CNO:NeMgSi:Fe = 1:0.21:0.036:0.023:0.045 (25)

10—

simulation result

(proton primary)

for g-ray bundle

for g E =9—50 TeV. Of course, this depends on the ob-
served energy range QEy, since the spectral indices as-
sumed here are different among the above five primary
groups [see Eqs. (19) and (20), and also Table VII], and
the rate of y bundles coming from irons will increase
with higher-energy region, if the spectral index of iron in
such region remains as hard as in the lower-energy region—15

Next, we convert the energy liow g E~ of the bundle
to the primary energy Eo=+Ey/(idly). In Fig. 30 we
show the distribution of ~~, obtained by the simulation,
where the primary is assumed to be a proton. One sees
that both the shape of the distribution and the average
value (=0.272; geometric average) are quite similar to
those in the case of a local nuclear interaction.

Similarly as in the case of Eq. (6), we have a relation

3. y-ray bundles and primary proton spectrum

The definition of a y-ray bundle here is X~ ~ 2, where
each constituent y has energy ~ 1 TeV, and where the in-
cident directions coincide with each other within experi-
mental error, less than Ag 520' and hP 5 50' with the use
of the nuclear emulsion plate. The chance coincidence of
background parallel y's is extremely small with these
selection criteria. In the present observation, we ob-
tained eight events satisfying the above conditions,
among which five events have energy g E ~ 9 TeV.

Now, which primary is the most effective for these

«),)=0.272

0
0

I
I I a a I

0.5

Xy ——QEy/+0

1.0

FIG. 30. Distribution of the ratio QEr/Eo, where QEr
denotes the energy of the y-ray bundle and Eo the energy of the
primary proton producing it.
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I Z, =ye, /&.,&, r =0

J,b, gE, t=32.8g/cm1

~'snT "' .
(26)

with g*=0.414.
The detection ePciency g' defined here is somewhat

different from the value for the case of single y's given in
Table IV, since we have to take into account the absorp-
tion effect in the atmosphere due to the spread of bundles
mentioned above

After subtracting the 31.4%%uo contribution coming from
primaries other than protons [see Eq. (25)], we obtain the
spectrum as shown in Figs. 21 and 22 (closed triangles).
One finds that the proton spectrum seems to continue up
to —100 TeV with an index of —1.8 to —1.9, though the
statistics are poor and these are not "purely direct" data.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

We observed many atmospheric secondary y rays (and

y bundles) as well as cosmic-ray primaries (p, a,
CNO, . . . ) directly in our chamber. As is well known,
high-energy atmospheric y rays (~+TeV) observed at
mountain level ( ~500 g/cm ) originate overwhelmingly
from proton primaries, and those from heavier nuclei are
obscured, even if the latter primaries (a, CNO, . . . ) are
more abundant than the formers. This is because, first
the energy of secondary y's produced by heavy-primary
interaction with an air nucleus is, on average, much
lower than that by proton interaction for the same pri-
mary energy (/nucleus), and second, the atmosphere ab-

sorbs most of the y rays, produced by heavy primaries,
during the passage from the interaction place (mostly
very near the top of atmosphere) to the mountain level.

%'e expect, on the other hand, at our observation level
of 32.8 g/cm, that because of the rare atmosphere, y
rays originating from cosmic-ray primaries other than
protons are also significant. In particular, those arising
from iron might become more dominant than those from
protons, provided that the index of the iron energy spec-
trum remains as Aat as in the lower-energy region up to
the region we are concerned with, say —100
TeV/nucleus. In fact, as shown in Sec. VB2, we found
that the observed y rays are much more abundant than
those expected from protons and a's alone, indicating a
Hat energy spectrum for the iron component with an in-
dex —1.5 still in the region —100 TeV/nucleus. These
features are nearly compatible with the most recent re-
sult, —1.55 (Ref. 8), obtained by a space-borne experi-
ment. We must, however, keep in mind that we observed
no hadron bundles (p, n, a) in the present experiment, so
that we cannot extrapolate the iron spectrum so exces-
sively, but have to set some upper limit as discussed later.

The speculation mentioned above is of course based on
the assumption that no anomaly of the nuclear interac-
tion occurs at the energy region we are concerned with.
That is, if secondary y's (mostly originating from
m ~2y) are produced more excessively in the forward
(pseudo)rapidity region than n, we do.—notneed to intro-
duce such a Hat spectrum of the iron component as men-
tioned above. Recent results of the Fermilab collider ex-
periment by the CDF group, though preliminary, show
none of such excess, while the JACEE group report

Proton data: Iron data:

33) 3)
Pinkau et al. , a 4 Burnett et al.

4)
Y Ryan et al. , +~ Our data

a Simon et al „31) 4 Burnet t et a l .7)

V Jul iusson et at. , & Our dataD2)

10
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FIG. 31. Primary spectra for protons (solid symbols) and iron (open symbols) obtained by many authors, where the vertical axis is
multiplied by Eo
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such a signal. So, one should mind that the present
speculation depends on the feature of nuclear interaction,
particularly in the diffractive region.

Now, let us summarize the energy spectra of protons
and iron, multiplied by Eo to emphasize their difference,
in Fig. 31 together with the data of other authors.

As seen in Fig. 31, the intensities of proton and iron
seem to cross each other somewhere between 10' and
10' eV/nucleus, though the latter data fluctuate widely
in the region ~10 TeV/nucleus. It is remarkable that
the enhancement of the y-ray intensity is well explained
by such a Aat iron spectrum with index —1.5. In Fig. 31
we draw the dotted line expected from the y-ray spec-
trum in the region 2 —20 TeV, corresponding approxi-
mately to the energy of iron primary 10—100
TeV/nucleus.

We have to, however, set upper limit for the iron spec-
trum, since no hadron bundles, most of which would be
produced by iron, are detected in the present observation.
On the basis of simulations, taking into account the
detection efficiency, we obtained its limit as shown in Fig.
31 (zone with oblique lines). So, it is quite critical to
detect hadron-bundle, particularly accompanying o, s, for
the intensity of iron in the region —1000 TeV/nucleus.

In Fig. 31 we present also the proton spectrum de-
duced indirectly from emulsion-chamber experiment at
mountain level, overlapping with our data in the region
50—100 TeV. Looking on the whole from the lower-
energy region -0. 1 TeV, we found the index seem to
change gradually from —1.6——2.0.

In a forthcoming paper, we will report our results in
connection with EAS data as well as some speculation on
the source spectrum of cosmic rays.
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FIG. 32. Flow chart of our energy determination system with
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APPENDIX A: PRACTICAL PROCEDURE
OF THE ENERGY DETERMINATION

OF CASCADE SHOWER

Here we summarize the procedure to determine the
cascade energy with use of the spot darkness recorded on
x-ray film (Fuji No. 200 type). In Fig. 32 we illustrate the
Aow chart of the energy determination process, and ex-
plain essential points below. The energy determination
from the electron counting with use of the nuclear emul-
sion plate is essentially the same as Fig. 32 after replacing
the photodensitometer by the microscope.

Step 1, registration of chamber structure We register.
each material thickness sequentially on disk from the top
of chamber to the bottom, including the various kinds of
materials such as heavy absorbers (lead here), sensitive

materials (x-ray film, nuclear emulsion plate, . . . ), acrylic
producer, spacer, etc., whose material constants, mass
number, density, radiation length, and so on, are all regis-
tered beforehand.

Step 2, calculation of transition curves. We calculate
transition curves for the calorimeter part registered in
step 1, taking into account the heterogeneous effect, de-
tails of which are presented in Ref. 10. Here we always
calculate three kinds of transition curves, first initiating
from a y ray (e pair), the second from a proton jet, and
the third from an iron jet, in the energy range
g E =1—500 TeV, taking into account the efFect of zen-
ith angle of incidence.

In this step, we calculate also the relation between
D,„(maximum of transition curve) and g E, which we
use to determine the final energy.

Since experimentally the interaction position occurred
in target layer (or often in calorimeter part too) difFer
from event to event, we set H =0 (H is interaction height
from the top of calorimeter part), in this step, and take
into account the efFect of HAO in step 4.

Step 3, theoretical curue ftt to experimental data. We fit

the theoretical transition curves obtained in the step 2 to
experimental data with use of the least-squares method,
details of which are summarized in Ref. 34. Thus we ob-
tain the maximum peak of transition curve D
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A( ~p)

(n. )„
3 2(w) „4(p„}

A( &a)

A( ~X)

psn

X( ~a)

(w&„A,,
A 1—

Ap

In the step 3, we prepare the maximum spot darkness
D,„, so that we can obtain uniquely the energy QEr
from Fig. 10 in text. The energy thus obtained is, howev-
er, not final, since wc have to further take into account
the efFects of the interaction height H (called H efFect)
and the mass number of incidence A.

For the H efFect, it is necessary to perform the follow-
ing replacement:

TABLE VIII. Explicit expressions of the production rate

(n, ) „ for various combinations of observed particle a and its

primary A. Here, (w)~=1 and A is the mass number corre-

sponding to primary A.

P(x) =go(1 —x)4/x

we get

e(p) =y,r(p)r(5)/r(p+5) .

(B2)

(B3)

Since C&(1) corresponds to the average inelasticity (K )
(-0.5), we get go=5(K ) -2.5, leading to a result
4(p=1.8)-0.133. In the present work, we use Eq. (B2)
in the case of analytical calculation for the Aux of
cosmic-ray secondaries, while an empirical form of P(x)
closely reproducing accelerator data is used in the casp of
simulation.

Now, assuming the integral energy spectrum of pro-
tons at depth t as

I,(E,,r)=r,"'E, e
"~, (B4)

the number of charged pions with energy (E,E+hE)
produced at depth (t, t +b, t) is given by

2 y~dE d~P
~

E hE b, t
3 E dEp Ep Ep

dI (E, t) gr=(n y) bE (B5)

D,„~D,„/[q3(H)]"~,

with

(Al)
with

—U3(H)
1 e

q3(H) = P3and U3(H) =a3H ', (A2)

where the explicit numerical. values of correction parame-
ters a3, P3, and p are given in Ref. 10, and they are of
course stored on disk in our analyzer system.

On the mass-number e6'ect, we apply the "proportional
allotment method" as shown in Sec. III A in text.

APPENDIX B: FLUX OF SECONDARY COSMIC RAYS
AT STRATOSPHERIC LEVEL

In order to get the Aux of cosmic-ray secondaries, we
often use the quantity

&p(p) = J x~p(x)dx, (Bl)
0

where p is the exponent of integral energy spectrum of
primary ( —1.8) and P(x) the single particle distribution
in the process of a nucleon-nucleon interaction. For in-
stance, putting

In Table VIII, we summarize the form of the produc-
tion rate ( n, ) z for various combinations of primary A

and secondary a. Here ( w ) z is the rate of wounded nu-

cleons inside the projectile nucleus A, produced by the
collision with an air nucleus. Assuming the Glauber ap-
proximation, ' it is expressed by Eq. (10}in the text. For
instance, the magnitude of ( w ) z varies approximately
—,
' ——,

' for A =a—Fe. P„~(A )a) and P„x(A ~x)a) in

Table VIII denote the average number of a and the frag-
mentation probability from A to X in the collision of nu-

cleus A and air nucleus, respectively. In Table IX we

summarize numerical values of P~x obtained by Freier
and Waddington. In the case of simulation calcula-
tions, however, we used those parametrized by Tsao, Sil-

berberg, and Letaw. The cross sections mentioned
above are presented in Appendix E.

With use of the production rate ( n, ) „summarized in
Table VIII, we can express the Aux of particle a originat-
ing from a cosmic-ray primary A, in a general form, as

TABLE IX. Numerical values of fragmentation probability P&z obtained by Freier and Wad-
dington. In the case of X =a, it gives average number of a produced.

L
M
LH
MH
VH

L
(Z =3—5)

0.61+0.11
0.11+0.04

M
(Z =6—9)

0.72+0.06
0.24+0.03
0.17+0.02

LH
(Z =10—15)

0.77+0. 10
0.21+0.04
0.39+0.06
0.16+0.04

MH
(Z =16—19)

1.17+0.19
0.17+0.05
0.20+0.06
0.42+0.09
0.06+0.03

VH
(Z =20—26)

1.71+0.10
0.24+0.03
0.17+0.02
0.22+0.03
0.20+0.02
0.17+0.02
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TABLE X. Explicit expressions of GA, (t) for various combinations of a and A. Here, Go(x) =(e —1}/x, G&(,y)
=(e"—eP}/{x—y), and G(x,y;z) =Go(x)+z [Go(x)—Go(y)]/(x —y).

Variables

1 t
Go 1+ +

Ap 2 Ap

1=1
AA, AA

1

A,

y, e
2

g N({Pp)Go
i=I Pl ~t

1=1+- + ~ ~ ~

2 Apy

1 1 1

AA ab AAa AAb

A()a) G
AA

'
AAp

1 t=1+- + ~ ~ ~

2 AAp

1

Ay(s)

2= —g N;{s)A,;{s)

y, e
i=1 Ay i Ap

1=1+—
2 AApy

+ ~ ~ ~

A Ay,.
+~;{P~)1

A

p, n Go
ap

1 t=1+- + ~ ~ ~

2Ap +A A'""
&nx&~ ~~

a()x) I
(p, n, a, . . . )

t t t
AAX AAA' ~AA', X

1+ + ~ ~ ~

A AX

1

A AX

1 ~ 1

AAX A' ~AA', X

I~, (E, t)=(n, &„G„,(t)I„(E,t), (B6) Hagen and Watts, we get

A =51.5 g /cm (C3)
with

(E t) I(o)E ~A / A

Here, we neglect secondaries coming from the collision of
with air nuclei because of their small energy. A, z and

A „are the collision and attenuation mean free paths, re-
spectively. Here and in what follows, A, and A corre-
spond always to collision and attenuation mean free
paths.

G„,(t) equals unity at the top of the atmosphere,
and depends generally on A, „and A„, and also on (w & ~
and Pzx in the case A ~u. In Table X we summarize
the explicit forms of G„,(t), where we define the fol-
lowing familiar functions in cascade theory:

Four nucleons are produced by the collision of cx with
an air target, among which w nucleons (0 ~ w (4) collide
with nucleons inside the air nucleus (wounded nucleons),
and the other (4—w} nucleons (spectator nucleons) are
produced incoherently. We represent such a probability
byP ~.

Let the vertical intensity of nucleons originated in the
above be I z(E, t), then the diffusion equation for such
nucleons is now written as

At
~la~N i a~N

lk~

+ g P / (4—w)I~
4

0

and

N&(s) =M(s)(/s +H2(s)
+ fwI, t

Nz(s)= —M(s)&s +H, (s) .

APPENDIX C: PROPAGATION
OF FRAGMENTED NUCLEONS EMI'I"LED FROM a

Let us put the integral Aux of primary a at a level t as

X rtpt (K)dE

Here, Az (=A„) denotes the absorption length of nu-
cleons in air, and rlpt(E) the inelasticity distribution of
nucleon. Putting I pt ~E, Eq. (C4) is immediately
rewritten as

I (E, t)=I(o)E (C 1) „+ I. „=(n„&.1 1

I

(C5)

with

1/A =(1 P)/A, — (C&)

Here, E is the energy per nucleon, and P the fragmen-
tation probability of the process a~a, 5 —10% according
to Freier and Waddington. So, using A, =48.85 g/cm,
expected from the formula of cross section given by

for Pp =P

with

here,

(n & =4[1—(w& [1—((1—I{.' ) &])

(w& k,=4 1—
A

(C6)
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and

((1—K~) ) = f (1 K—) rt~(K)dK,

4
(w) =

—,'gwP&

10 —F(cos e)
Zenith Angle Distribution

at 32.8 g/cm

(w ) corresponds to the average rate of wounded nu-
cleons in the collision of o,' versus air nucleus, which is ex-
pressed under the Glauber approximation as Eq. (10) in
the text.

The solution of Eq. (C5) is now given by

2 Ry at top

I ~(E, t)=(n~) G ~(t)I (E, t) .

The explicit form of G &(t) is summarized in Table X.

—-—- - F gaum-rae

APPENDIX D: ZENITH-ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
AND EFFECTIVE SOLID ANGLE

0.1
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0, 6 0.5

CNO

0.4 0.3
The effective solid angle at the top of the atmosphere is

given, irrespective of the kind of primaries, by

0=f f cosHdQ=m. (D 1)0&2~

and the zenith-angle distribution is just the integrand of
Eq. (Dl). The term cosH is due to the horizontal setting
of chamber.

cos 8

FIG. 34. Zenith-angle distribution for various particles at
our observation level.

I.et us consider the effective solid angle at a level t for
some observed particle a originating from a primary par-
ticle A. In the case of 3 =a, it is easily written as

Q~(t)= f f co„(cosH, t)cosHdO,
0 ~2~

(D2a)

co„(x,t) =exp t 1——1
A~ x (D2b)

1.5

1.0

0-5

Our observation level

P

C-N-0
Ne-Mg-5;

co „(cosH, t)
F~ (cosH, t)d 0= cosH d II,

O~ t
(D4)

co„,(cosH, t)
dQ . (D5)

A -~a

In Fig. 34, we demonstrate the zenith-angle distribu-
tion for various particles at our observation level, which
are necessary for the calculation of detection e%ciency.

F„,(cosH, t)d 0=

In the case of A Aa, remembering the vertical intensity
summarized in Appendix B, we can express immediately,
after replacing t by t IcosH, as

Q„,(t)= f f co„,(cosH, t)dQ, (D3a)0 ~2m

G„,(tix)co~, (x, t) =co~(x, t) (D3b)

In Fig. 33 we present the altitude variation of the
effective solid angle for various kinds of particles.

Zenith-angle distribution are given by the integrands of
Eqs. (D2a) and (D3a), and expressed as, taking account of
the normalization

0
0 10

I

20 30

depth (g / cm )

I

40
l

50
APPENDIX E: SIMULATION OF NUCLEAR

INTERACTIONS INSIDE THE CHAMBER

FIG. 33. Altitude variation of e6'ective solid angle for various
primaries and secondaries.

As shown in Fig. 35 we sample an incidence point
(x,y) on the plane S,s. first, and an incidence direction
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while in the case of nucleus-nucleus interactions, we use
the Hagen-Watts formula
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FIG. 35. Illustration of the top view of our chamber and ex-
amples of the sampling of cosmic-ray projectile.
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(8,$) second, according to Eqs. (D4) and (D5). If 8)8„
we omit such event in this step (however, we must count
it in the total number of statistics No ).

, Third, we sample the first collision point in chamber,
where we take into account exactly the configuration of
the wooden and acrylic boxes (see Fig. 35). Collision
cross sections for nucleon-nucleus interactions are inter-
polated among experimental data as shown in Fig. 36,

0
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FIG. 36. Experimental data on the cross section of proton-
nucleus collision. A dashed curve is used for the simulation cal-
culation.
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FIG. 38. hT distribution obtained by simulations for three
kinds of projectiles. A closed circle denotes the average result,
obtained by superposing all energies 1 —100 TeV.
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here, A and B are the mass numbers of the projectile and
target nuclei, respectively.

If the collision point is inside the chamber, we adopt it
for the present, and subsequently perform the simulation
of particle production, the details of which are given in
Ref. 9. The average rate of wounded nucleons (to ) z is,
however, determined by the Glauber formula Eq. (10) in
text in this paper, and we assume its distribution as

g(to)dto =gg w dw wltll gg =
1 —(w))g

(E3)

So, the number of wounded nucleons is given by

X„=Aw . (E4)

e i dZ with Z=gE' gE —1,
&2m.o.

(E5)

where cr depends on g Er as presented in Fig. 16. In the
following discussions, we put again g Er as g E for the
sake of simplicity.

Since the selection condition for practical events is

g E )2 TeV, we do not continue if the simulated event
has a energy less than 2 TeV. If satisfying this criterion,
we calculate the path length T„„h to the separation point
from the chamber.

Practically, we trigger events by dark-spot signals
recorded successively on x-ray films, so that we should

After performing the simulation of particle production
according to Ref. 9, we get the energy g Er released into
y-ray component. Here we take into account the error of
the energy determination as shown in Fig. 16 in text. In
this paper, we sample the energy g Er froin the distribu-
tion

discard such an event that the maximum depth T „of
the electron shower goes beyond T~„h, even though it
clears all selection criteria mentioned so far.

As shown in Fig. 37, obtained from Fig. 9 in the text,
the average depth of shower maximum ( T,„) in transi-
tion of spot darkness depends slightly on shower energy
as well as on the kind of primary.

T,„ fIuctuates greatly from event to event, and we
defined

AT= T,„(T—.„) (E6)

and checked its distribution with the use of simulations,
as shown in Fig. 38. AT given here does not mean the
penetration of hadron and/or y in the heavy absorber
usually defined (or interpreted) by emulsion-chamber ex-
periments at mountain level, but merely fluctuation of
electron shower development event by event. The
justification of simulation calculations on fluctuation
problems is discussed in Ref. 16.

One finds that the shape of the distribution does not
depend so strongly on shower energy, but slightly on the
kind of projectile. So we superposed histograms over all
energies 1 —100 TeV for each projectile, which are stored
on disk.

Now, we sample AT according to the distribution thus
obtained, and then we determine T,„ from Eq. (E6),
where ( T,„)is given by Fig. 37. We adopt events satis-
fying T,„&Tp &h or those such that the depth corre-
sponding to 0.7D „is within Tp &h otherwise we discard
them. Finally, we get the number of events X,b, clearing
all selection criteria mentioned so far. Of course, we can
get the conversion factor ~ simultaneously for each
event.
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